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Abstract

The electrochemical splitting of water holds great potential as a method for producing clean fuels by storing electricity from intermittent energy sources. The efficiency of such a process would be greatly facilitated by incorporating more active catalysts based on abundant materials for the oxygen evolution reaction. Manganese oxides are promising as catalysts for this reaction. Recent reports show that their activity can be drastically enhanced when modified with gold. Herein, we investigate highly active mixed Au-MnO$_x$ thin films for the oxygen evolution reaction, which exhibit more than five times improvement over pure MnO$_x$. These films are characterized with operando X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy, which reveal that Mn assumes a higher oxidation state under reaction conditions when Au is present. The magnitude of the enhancement is correlated to the size of the Au domains, where larger domains are the more beneficial.
1. Introduction

The electrolytic production of synthetic fuels provides a promising means to average the intermittent energy supply from renewable sources. It is evident that the water oxidation reaction, known as oxygen evolution, is set to play a key role in such transformations.[1–5] Whether the goal is to produce molecular hydrogen, reduce CO₂ to hydrocarbons, or upgrade biomass, it is crucial to find a suitable source of hydrogen. For this purpose, water is ideal due to its abundance and the relative ease of water splitting, which leaves no harmful byproducts. However, the electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction, (OER), imposes a large overpotential, due to sluggish electrode kinetics.[6–9] More specifically, the difficulties in catalyzing the reaction arise from non-optimal binding energies to the three reaction intermediates, even on the most active catalysts.[10,11] This is because the binding to the reaction intermediates, *O, *OH and *OOH, correlate linearly with each other: the so called "scaling relations".[6,7,11,12] For all surfaces which obey these scaling relations, no catalyst will exhibit optimal binding to all three intermediates. For this reason, there is a need for novel strategies that circumvent the scaling relations and lead to catalytic surfaces with lower overpotential.[13]

A possible strategy for improving OER catalysis is to modify the surface with another material. There are several examples in the literature where such mixtures have been successful in achieving improved performance. In acidic media, ruthenium oxides mixed with either Ni or Co have been reported to be more active than the pure oxide.[14–17] Recently, Ti has also been shown to stabilize MnO₂ thin films against anodic dissolution in acidic media.[18] In alkaline media, Ni and Fe based oxides are currently utilized in commercialized electrolyser systems and combinations of the two elements have been shown to increase activity significantly.[19–22] Furthermore, Mn and Co based oxygen evolution catalysts have shown good performance in alkaline environment and various strategies have been proposed to improve their activities.[23–33] Interestingly, the presence of metallic particles or supports has a profound influence on the activity of both Mn, Co and Ni based oxide catalysts.[34–42] Mn nanoparticles deposited above or below gold
clusters can lead to a 20-fold increase in turnover frequency.[34] A possible explanation for the beneficial interaction was later proposed by two of the authors of the current manuscript on the basis of stabilized *OOH adsorption on neighboring Mn and Au sites, due to a proton transfer mechanism.[35] Recently, the role of gold nanoparticles for different MnOₓ polymorphs has been investigated experimentally: it was found that the increase in OER activity could be correlated to facile formation of active Mn³⁺ sites in the presence of gold.[38] This conclusion was reached primarily from ex-situ X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy, XANES, which indicated a lower oxidation state of Mn sites when combined with gold nanoparticles. However, judging from stability regions of the Mn-O system in aqueous environment it seems unlikely that a high concentration of Mn³⁺ should be present at the surface while turning over the OER.[43,44]

In the present study, we characterize the behavior of MnOₓ under oxygen evolution conditions, using XANES to measure the Mn K-edge. To achieve a high concentration of Mn/Au neighbor sites, the samples investigated are co-sputtered thin films.

2. Experimental

Thin films of MnOₓ and Au-MnOₓ, with a nominal thickness of 40 nm, were prepared with reactive sputter deposition using a method previously reported.[45] The amount of material deposited was controlled by an in-chamber Quartz Crystal Microbalance, with which the deposition rates of both Mn and Au were calibrated. Mn was deposited with 140 W and Au with power dependent on the desired concentration (30 or 50 %). The deposition pressure was kept at 5 mTorr consisting of Ar and O₂ in a 25:3 ratio and the substrate temperature was 200 °C. Glassy carbon disks or wafers were used as substrates (Sigradur G, HTW GmbH), both polished to a mirror finish. To facilitate film adhesion, the glassy carbon substrates were cleaned with radio frequency (RF) sputtering in an argon atmosphere for 10 minutes prior to deposition. The glassy carbon wafer preparation has
been reported previously.[34] They were prepared to be 100-200 µm thick from GC rods and polished to an RMS roughness of less than 50 nm.

Tests of activity towards oxygen evolution were performed in a standard three electrode glass cell using 1 M KOH. A carbon rod was used as counter electrode and a Hg/HgO electrode as reference. The reference electrode potential was calibrated with a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in the same electrolyte by bubbling hydrogen over a platinum mesh. All potentials are reported with respect to the RHE scale and have been corrected for Ohmic losses, evaluated with Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy; range 1-200000 Hz and DC potential 10 mV. The Ohmic resistance was between 5-9 Ω for all samples.

Ex-situ characterisation of the thin films was performed using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo-Fisher, base pressure of 5 x 10^{-10} mbar and X-ray source monochromatized Al\textsubscript{Kα} 1486.7 eV), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, FEI, Magellan, secondary electron detector, beam voltage of 5 kV, beam current of 50 pA) and X-ray Diffraction (PANanalytical X’pert PRO equipment having an X-ray wavelength of 1.54 Å for the Cu\textsubscript{Kα} line).

Operando XAS measurements probing the Mn K-edge were performed at the SSRL Beam-line 6-2 ES2. The electrochemical setup for these measurements has been reported previously.[34,46] The cells were custom made of glass, reference electrode was based on Ag/AgCl (BASi, RE-5B), counter electrodes were carbon rods and the electrolyte was 1M KOH. The custom built glass cells allowed for the thin glassy carbon wafers to be epoxied onto an opening so that the side with catalyst material could face the electrolyte while accessible for the beam from the backside. The procedure for operando XAS measurements was as follows: First an XAS scan at Open Circuit Voltage, then at five increasingly oxidative potentials, with automatic switching triggered by the XAS software. For each of those potential steps an impedance measurement was carried out so the next
potential step could be corrected for ohmic losses. Then a linear sweep voltammetry step at 20 mV/s was started, ending at the desired potential and after 10 minutes the XAS scan would be initiated.

A double crystal Si(311) monochromator equipped with Rh-coated mirror was used to operate the beamline. Furthermore, a parabolic mirror was used to focus the beam to a spot size of 230x400 µm² (FWHM) at the sample position. Six spherically bent analyzer crystals of germanium (333) resolved the MnKα signal which could then be detected by an Si drift detector, SDD, in photon counting mode. The spectra presented here have all been normalised to have an edge jump of one after the linear background is subtracted. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation from Poisson statistics and standard error propagation.

3. Results and Discussion

To investigate the beneficial interaction between Au and Mn for oxygen evolution, thin films of MnOₓ mixed with two different amounts of gold were prepared. The mixed films contain 30 % or 50 % Au and are compared to pure MnOₓ and a polycrystalline Au surface. The percentage values are on a total metal atomic basis, so that 30 % Au means that 30 % of the Mn is now replaced with Au.

From XPS measurements the Mn 2p and Au 4d peaks were used to evaluate the Mn:Au stoichiometry. For the 30% Au-MnOₓ the XPS results for three independent samples gave an average Au concentration at the surface of 30 % with a standard deviation of 5 %, whereas for the 50% Au-MnOₓ it was 52 % and a standard deviation of 4%. It should be noted that for two samples, which were tested electrochemically, a small level of Cu contamination (1-3%) was detected from XPS survey. This contamination came from the backing plate of the Mn metal target which had been used completely at the end of the study. These samples did not exhibit different electrochemical behavior and were therefore included in the mean values for the activity. XPS spectra for Mn2p, Mn3s, Au4d and O1a can be seen in the SI, Figure S1. The Mn2p½ satellite distance and Mn3s
multiplet splitting can also be used to evaluate the initial Mn:O stoichiometry.[23,47] Comparing the results obtained for as-prepared samples to literature references, indicates an Mn:O stoichiometry consistent with Mn$_3$O$_4$.

The thin films were also characterized with Glancing Angle X-ray Diffraction (GA-XRD), to investigate whether the sputter deposition method yields crystalline MnO$_x$ or Au phases. The results for pure MnO$_x$ can be seen in Figure 1a and the results for mixed Au-MnO$_x$ films in Figure 1b. There are nine peaks from the MnO$_x$ film matching with a Mn$_3$O$_4$ phase which is plausible given the low amount of oxygen present during deposition. Interestingly, the Mn$_3$O$_4$ peaks vanish for the mixed films and instead gold peaks are visible, for both concentrations. For 30 % and 50 % Au, four peaks can be identified which match with a gold face centered cubic (FCC) phase. These results clearly show that Au domains are formed. The difference between the two concentrations is the broadening of the peaks. Using Scherrers equation it is possible to estimate and compare the coherent Au domain size for the two films based on this broadening. For 30 % Au the domains are approximately 2 nm while for 50 % Au they are 3 nm. For details regarding domain size estimation, see SI. It is also possible that microstrain in the gold domains could influence the peak broadening, but the estimation is meaningful as a comparison between the two very similar films.[48] The results indicate that the Au domains are small in either case, and that from 30 % to 50 %, the Au domains within the MnO$_x$ films grow by approximately 50 %.

(Figure 1)

The characterization of surface morphology was performed with Scanning Electron Microscopy. From Figure 2a-c it is evident that the surface morphology changes with increasing gold content. The pure MnO$_x$ consists of pyramid shaped features, whereas the mixed films are not as strongly faceted. These images also indicate that the films with Au have a slightly more open structure which could lead to a higher surface area.
The activities of these films were then characterized with cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 1 M KOH. Figure 3 shows the initial CVs and the inset shows a comparison at 400 mV overpotential.

From the electrochemical results in Figure 3 it is clear that a significant increase in current density is obtained with increased concentration of Au in the MnO$_x$ films. Most striking is a 5-fold improvement in activity at 400 mV overpotential for the MnO$_x$ with 50 % Au. When comparing the overpotential at the benchmark value of 10 mA/cm$^2$,[49,50] the presence of Au results in a 65 mV decrease in the overpotential.

The gold could improve the conductivity of the MnO$_x$ film, however, the similar Tafel slopes of pure and mixed films indicate that differences in uncompensated Ohmic losses are not a dominant effect. Changes in the surface morphology could lead to a higher electrochemically accessible surface area. However, the pseudo capacitance measured electrochemically is considered proportional to the active area,[50] and the change in capacitance between pure MnO$_x$ and Au(50%)-MnO$_x$ is below a factor of two as shown in Figure S2. Alternatively, the change in morphology could lead to an improved Mn site, so that the role of gold is solely to promote a different morphology or to prevent the formation of a crystalline Mn$_3$O$_4$ phase. This hypothesis is not supported by the data reported here, which reveals a significant difference between Au(30%)-MnO$_x$ and Au(50%)-MnO$_x$, despite the facts that neither show XRD features of Mn$_3$O$_4$ while exhibiting similar surface morphology as seen in by SEM.

With the XRD and XPS data a simple model can be made to estimate how many Mn-Au interacting sites are present for the two concentrations. Here we will use the assumption that domain size (2 or 3 nm) can be used as particle size for perfectly spherical gold particles distributed on a flat Mn$_3$O$_4$ surface. The actual particle size
could differ from the domain size. If we assume the circumference of such particles is proportional to the number of Mn-Au interacting sites, then the Au(50\%)-MnOₓ should have approximately 1.3 times more of such sites than Au(30\%)-MnOₓ. Nonetheless, this increase in interacting sites is not enough to explain the factor three increase measured in current density between these two samples. For details on this model see supporting information.

With such an improvement, it is of great interest to understand the interactions between Au and MnOₓ under reaction conditions. Operando XANES characterisation of the thin films was therefore carried out, specifically probing the Mn K-edge and Au L_{\text{III}}-edge while applying more oxidative potentials in 1 M KOH. In Figure 4a-c the Mn K-edge spectra are shown for each of the three Au concentrations, 0 \%, 30 \% and 50 \%, respectively.
In Figure 4a a slight change in the Mn K-edge can be observed with a gradual increase in potential. At more positive potentials, the overall edge shifts towards higher energies, which is consistent with a small degree of oxidation of the Mn atoms, as expected from applying an oxidizing potential. For the samples with Au incorporated, Figures 4b and c, the same overall trend can be seen; at increasing potentials the edge shifts towards higher energies. However, the change is significantly more drastic for the mixed films compared to the pure MnO$_x$ sample. Additionally, two specific features should be noted. The shoulders visible around 6548 and 6552.5 eV for the initial measurements disappear for the films with Au, while they are still visible for pure MnO$_x$, even at 1.65 V. These two shoulders are normally seen for Mn oxides in lower oxidation states, Mn$^{2+}$.[51,52] Another feature is the pre-edge located around 6540.5 eV for the dry measurements. For the pure MnO$_x$ sample there is little to no change in the pre-edge, whereas for the mixed films a very clear splitting into two peaks is seen for both concentrations after approximately 1 V. This pre-edge splitting, has been observed previously on several different types of Mn compounds, to oxidation states of 3+ or higher.[52] However, Mn compounds with the same oxidation state can exhibit very different K-edge features depending on the local structure and due to the fact that mixed oxidation states can be present at the same time.[53] To account for such a possibility, we analyze the overall shift of the edge using a moment method where we calculate the weighted integral of the spectrum.[54] The results of that analysis are shown in Figure 4d. Consistent with the interpretations described above, this analysis shows that the incorporation of Au leads to a significant shift of the Mn K-edge towards higher energies. Even at the open circuit voltage (OCV) conditions a clear difference is observed between the pure MnO$_x$ and the mixed films. At the highest potential, 1.65 V, the mixed films have a Mn K-edge shifted 1 eV higher than the pure MnO$_x$. It is unlikely that the Mn exists in a single oxidation state based on the data presented here. We emphasize, that since the Mn K-edge energies are in the hard X-ray regime, the entire bulk of the film is contributing to the signal, together with the surface
atoms. We expect the electrochemically active surface Mn atoms to be more oxidized when the potential is increased, compared to the bulk atoms.

The Au L$_{III}$-edge was also measured for the samples containing gold, and the resulting spectra are shown in Figure 5a and b. At OCV, Figure 5a, the spectra for Au(30%)-MnO$_x$ and Au(50%)-MnO$_x$ are almost identical. However, at 1.65 V$_{RHE}$ there is a distinct increase in the white line for the lower Au concentration. A higher white line indicates that the Au is oxidized.[55,56] From the Pourbaix diagram of gold, the oxidation to a +3 state can occur at potentials close to 1.46 V$_{RHE}$ so it is not a surprising feature. Nevertheless it is a feature that is missing for the higher concentration of Au, indicating that a significant amount of the gold in the 30% sample is oxidized, which could be attributed in part to its smaller domain size compared the Au(50%)-MnO$_x$ sample.

(Figure 5)

Since the XANES results show a higher oxidation for MnO$_x$ films mixed with gold, it raises the question; why does a higher oxidation state lead to higher OER activity? One possible reason is that the binding energies for Mn sites in a higher oxidation state are closer to the optimal strengths. This notion can be justified with the DFT calculations reported previously where MnO$_2$ is predicted to have a lower overpotential than Mn$_2$O$_3$, Mn$_3$O$_4$ and MnO.[10,43] However, at oxidative potentials relevant for OER there will be a thermodynamic driving force toward forming MnO$_2$ regardless of the initial oxide phase. We can compare the activity of the pure MnO$_x$ reported here, which has an Mn$_3$O$_4$ phase to begin with, to a previously reported MnO$_x$ thin film prepared as MnO$_2$ since both samples have been made by sputter deposition and with the same nominal thickness.[45] At 400 mV overpotential for OER the current measured for MnO$_x$ in Mn$_3$O$_4$ phase is 0.76 mA/cm$^2$ while the MnO$_2$ showed a slightly lower current of 0.69 mA/cm$^2$. Instead, for the Au(50%)-MnO$_x$ the OER current is more than five times higher, indicating a different type of active site altogether.
It is also interesting that the two Au concentrations result in very similar Mn oxidation state from the Operando XANES, while the activity enhancement is much more significant at 50 % Au. An observed difference between the two concentrations is the Au domain size, which was larger by 50 %. Furthermore, the Au L\textsubscript{III}-edge spectra revealed that the sample with 30% gold was significantly oxidized at high potentials, whereas the sample with 50 % gold was not. Assuming that the domain size estimated with XRD is a suitable measure of the particle size, it should be noted that size effects for oxygen electrochemistry is very significant in the range of 1-5 nm.[57] A possible explanation for the observations is that a certain size of Au particles is necessary for the full enhancement. This enhancement could be related to the type of Au sites available at the surface of such particles during oxygen turnover.[35,58] Greeley et al. have reported that the binding to OER intermediates for Au surfaces is stronger for undercoordinated sites.[59] Specifically, *OH binding to Au(211) was 0.17 eV stronger than to Au(100). Furthermore, the number of undercoordinated sites for Au particles increases dramatically when the size of particles is decreased from 5 to 1 nm.[58] For the smaller Au domains, this is consistent with oxidation at more cathodic potentials as observed with XAS. This could explain differences with previous studies that employed an average Au size of 4 nm,[38] likely to contain fewer undercoordinated sites. These observations indirectly indicate that Au terrace sites might be important for interactions with Mn oxides. From a recent theoretical model, *OH adsorbed on the terrace sites of bulk Au(111) was proposed as a proton acceptor.[35] A particle size dependency on the activity could suggest that these sites are indeed important and play a role in the reaction mechanism.

However, to fully establish such an effect more specific measurements must be carried out. From the operando measurements reported herein, however, it is clear that gold promotes the activity towards OER and leads to higher oxidation state of Mn under reaction conditions. In future studies it would be of great interest to bring about a similar beneficial effect without resorting to precious metals.
4. Conclusion

In this study we have investigated mixed Au-MnO$_x$ films as catalysts for the oxygen evolution reaction. Films with 30 % Au exhibited modest increase in current density over a pure MnO$_x$ film. At 50 % Au, more than five times higher current densities were measured. From X-ray Diffraction measurements it was found that the pure MnO$_x$ has a clear Mn$_3$O$_4$ phase and when adding Au, it forms particles in the MnO$_x$ matrix, with sizes dependent on the Au concentration. At 30 % Au the crystallite size was approximately 2 nm, while at 50 % Au it increased to 3 nm. The films were studied with Operando X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy where the Mn K-edge and Au L$_{III}$-edge were probed as a function of electrochemical potential. At increasingly anodic potentials all films showed a shift of the Mn K-edge towards higher photon energies. However, the films with Au showed a significantly larger shift, indicating that the surface and bulk Mn atoms on average reach a higher oxidation state. The Au L$_{III}$-edge revealed that at a low Au concentration, 30 %, significant oxidation could be seen, which was not the case at 50 %. The combined study suggests that a beneficial interaction between Mn oxide and Au depends on more than just the number of neighboring Mn-Au sites. The results indicate that the morphology of Au particles or type of Au sites available next to OER active Mn sites has a strong impact on the increase in OER activity.
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**Figures**

**Figure 1.** a) X-ray Diffraction for pure MnO\(_x\) film, in black, together with references for Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\) (purple), Mn\(_2\)O\(_3\) (green) and MnO\(_2\) (teal). The peaks matching Mn\(_3\)O\(_4\) lines are indicated with blue #. b) X-ray Diffraction results for Au-MnO\(_x\) films, 50% Au in red and 30% Au in blue. A gold reference is shown in orange. The four main peaks for Au is indicated with orange #.
Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscopy images for a) pure MnO, b) MnO with 30 % Au and c) MnO with 50 % Au.
Figure 3. Initial cyclic voltammetry for MnO\textsubscript{x} films with 0, 30 and 50 % Au and for an Au pc (polycrystalline sample). The results were obtained for Rotating Disk Electrodes which were performed in 1M KOH using a scan rate 20 mV/s and a rotation speed of 1600 RPM. Inset: At each concentration the activities are compared at an overpotential of 400 mV. The error bars are based on three independent measurements and the Au concentration is evaluated with XPS.
Figure 4. a) Normalised Mn K-edge results for the pure MnO$_x$ thin film. b) Normalised Mn K-edge results for the MnO$_x$ thin film with 30% Au. c) Normalised Mn K-edge results for the MnO$_x$ thin film with 50% Au. d) Moment analysis of Mn K-edge data for the three thin films. This method takes into account the general shift of the K-edge features in a large energy range instead of focusing on a single feature. The error bar are based on varying the integral range in the first moment equation.
Figure 5. a) Au L_{III}-spectra for Au(30\%)-MnO_{x} (blue) and Au(50\%)-MnO_{x} (red) at open circuit conditions. b) Au L_{III}-spectra for Au(30\%)-MnO_{x} (blue) and Au(50\%)-MnO_{x} (red) at 1.65 V_{RHE}. 